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ABSTRACT 
Let A denote a decomposable symmetric omplex valued n-linear function on C m. 
We prove 
IIA.AII2 >~ 2n( 2n )-IIIA® AII2 , 
where • denotes the symmetric product and ® the tensor product. As a consequence 
we have 
per[ M M]~>2"[per (M)]  2,
where M is a positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix and per denotes the permanent 
function. A sufficient condition for equality in the matrix inequality is that M is a 
nonnegative diagonal matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If A = [a i j  ] is an m × n matrix and B = [bii ] is an r × s matrix, then we 
define A® B to be the mr x ns matrix 
anB a12B •.. aln B ] 
a2~B aazB . . .  a2~. B ] 
amlB am2B . .. am'nB ]1
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Now assume m=n and r=s=p.  In case the entries of A and B are 
nonnegative real numbers, Brualdi (see [1]) has shown that 
per(A®B) >~ [per(A)] P [per(B)] ", 
while Marcus (see [2]) has shown that 
per(A®B)>l(n!) P(p!) " [per (A) ]P [per (B) ] "  
in case both A and B are positive semidefinite Hermitian. The inequality of 
Marcus reduces to equality only in case both sides reduce to zero. This leads 
to the question of whether or not the inequality of Marcus can be improved. 
Let J~ denote the 2 × 2 matrix each of whose entries is 1, and let B be an 
n × n positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix. Our main result implies that 
per(J2® B ) >/2" [per(B)] 2. 
Since per(J2)= 2, this is the result that would be obtained if Brualdi's 
inequality were true in the present context. Marcus's inequality ields only 
per(]2®B ) >~ (n!)-Z[per(B)] 2, (*) 
which is clearly much weaker. The result (*) may be improved somewhat 
using an inequality of Lieb (see [3]) which states that if 
F] 
is a 2n × 2n positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix where both E and G are 
n × n principal submatrices, then 
per( M ) >~ per(E ) per(G ) + per(F*) per( F ). 
If E = F = G we have per(/2®E ) >/2[per(E)] 2. This inequality is still much 
weaker than the inequality that arises from our main result. 
Given the result stated in the abstract of this paper, a reasonable conjec- 
ture is that if M is a positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix then the inequality 
per(]k®M ) >/(k!) ~ [per(M)] k 
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holds for each integer k >/2, with equality in case M is a nonnegative diagonal 
matrix. 
2. NOTATION AND FACTS ABOUT TENSOR SPACES 
If m and n are positive integers, then let Tin,. denote the collection of all 
n-linear complex valued fimctions on C m. Since m is to remain fixed, we will 
simply write T n. We let S. denote the collection of all fully symmetric 
members of T.. Clearly T. is a complex vector space, and S. is a subspace of 
T.. We let ( , ) denote the standard inner product on C m. We extend this 
inner product to T. as follows: let {ei)im~ be an orthonormal basis for C m, 
and set 
m m 
(A ,B)= Y'~ E "'" ~ a(ep,  . . . .  ,ep.)B(e1,, ,ep2 . . . . .  ev. ) 
Pl=l Pz=I p.=l 
for each A, B ~ T.. This inner product is not dependent upon the orthonor- 
mal basis {ei}i'= 1. If 0 ~< r ~< n, we let (T.) r denote the collection of all 
complex valued functions on C m × C m × • •. × C m ( n copies) that are linear 
in the first n - r positions and conjugate linear in the last r positions. Note 
that (Tn) o = T n. We define the inner product on (T . )  r in the same way that 
we defined it on T., If x~ ~ C m, 1 ~ i ~ n, then x~Gx2® • • • ®x.  denotes the 
member of T n such that (x l®xz® . . .  ®x.)(y  x, Yz,..__. ,Y . )= l-l'/=l(Yi, x i ) .  If 
l ~r~n-1 ,  then Xl®YC2G ' ' '  ®Xn_rGXn_r+lG " "  Gx  n denotes the 
member D of (T.), such that D(y l ,  yz , . . . , y . _~,z  1 ,zz , . . . , z r )  = 
Fl'/=-{(y i, xi)I-l~=l(X._,+ 1,z i ) .  A simple computation shows that if B ~ T. 
then 
(B, u~Gu2G --- GU.) = n(u~, u2 .... .  y.) ,  
while 
- -  D 
(x I®. . .  ®x,_ ,Gy iG- . -  Gg, ,w i® ""  Gw,_rGz i®- - .  Gz , )  
n - - r  r 
= FI (w,,  x,) I-I (uj, zj). 
i=l  1=1 
There exists a unique bilinear map G : T.GTp ~ T,,+v such that (xxGx2G 
• - • GXn)G(YlGy2G • • • Gyp)~--- XlG • • • GXnGYlG • • • Gyp. In fact, ff A 
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T n and B ~ 1~,, we may define 
(A®B)(z~,ze . . . . .  z,,÷,,)= A(z, . . . . .  z,,)B(z,,, , . . . . .  z,, +,,) .  
Clearly @, as defined, satisfies the above stated property. The tmiqueness 
follows from the fact that for each positive integer q the tenns of the form 
Zl®Z2® . . .  ®Zq span Tq. 
There exists a unique sesquilinear map @ : 7~@~;,---, (7~,~,)~, such that 
(_xl®x2_a_O "'"  @x,,)@(Yl@Y2 ® "'" @yp)=x l  @x'~® - . .  @x, ,@y~®ye 
@. . -®yp.  If A ~ T,,, B~T1,, and {eiV2" is an orthonormal basis - -  1 i=1 
for C" ,  then we may define A@B =-q,y.2 . . . . .  =L v'~'".-q.=~E,~=~ . . . . . .  1 
E2,,, a~" ,eq,,)B(et,, ,6,,)e,~@...@eq @el ,@. . .@-6 ,  ,. 
If 1 ~< r <~ min( n, p), there exists a unique sesquilinear map @~ : 7], x 7;, 
we may set A@~ B equal to the sum of all terms of the form 
. . .  . - .  ®, , ,  , 
where each subscript is allowed to vary from 1 to m. If A and B are fldly 
symmetric, this is equivalent to the definition 
(A®~B)(z l , '~2 , ' " , z ,~4, ,  2~) = (A(z l  . . . . .  ~n • ) ,  B (~, t  r f l  . . . .  . - i  . l, 2 r )> 
where A(z  1 . . . . .  z,, r) denotes the member D of S r such that D(y  l, Y2 . . . . .  Yr) 
= A(z  l . . . . .  z,, ~, Yl . . . . .  y~), where Yi ~ C" ,  1 <~ i ~ r. Our main interest in 
A@ r B is in case both A and B are fldly symmetric. Hence we rely primarily 
on this second definition. 
We let ~,, denote the symmetric group on { 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  1, 1. If A ~ 1;, aud 
o ~ ,~,, then we define A~(z l ,  z 2 . . . . .  z , )= A(z,~ m z~2) . . . . .  ~ol,,~) a~d P(A)  
= (hi) lY.~.~,A,. The transformation P is the orthogonal projection of 7;, 
onto S,,. If A~T,  and B~Tp,  then by A.B  we mean P(A@B) .  If x, ~C ' " ,  
l<~i<~n,  then we denote P(x l@x2@ . . .  @x,,) by xl.x2.x:~ . . . . .  x,,. If 
A ~ S,, and there exist vectors x~ ~ C",  1 ~< i ~< n, such that A = X~'X~e . . . . .  
X,, then A is said to be decomposable. 
As a consequence of [4] we have the identity 
it 
n r r IIA@rBII 
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where A ~ S~, B ~ Sp, and we have assumed n ~</9. This identity was dis- 
covered by Neuberger (see [5]) for the real field. 
3. NEW RESULTS 




I f  A is a decomposable member o f  S~, then 
IIA-AII2 >~ 2"(2nn)- l l lA®AII2. 
immediate consequence of Theorem 1 we have the following 
TH~OrtEM 2. I f  M is a positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix then 
perC J2® M ) >/2 n [per(M)]  2, 
with equality in case M is a nonnegative diagonal matrix. 
(*) 
That (*) reduces to equality in case M is a nonnegative diagonal matrix is 
a simple computation. This condition is thus sufficient for equality. We are 
not able to prove that this condition is necessary for equality. 
If the statement concerning equality is omitted from Theorem 2, then the 
resulting theorem is implied by Theorem 1 and the following well known 
facts: 
(1) If Q is a positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix, then there exist 
vectors zl, z 2 . . . . .  z~ in C m such that Q = [(z~, zi)  ]. 
(2) If Q is the Gram matrix generated by the vectors Zl, z 2 . . . . .  z~, then 
per(Q) = nl l lz l .z  ~ . . . . .  z~ll 2. 
If M= [~zi, zj)], then it is easy to see that 12®M is the Gram matrix 
generated by the vectors Yl, Y2 . . . . .  Y~n where y~ = Yi+n = z~, 1 <~ i <~ n. Hence, 
by (2), we have per( ]~®M)=(2n)! l l ( z l . z  2 . . . . .  zn ) . ( z l . z  2 . . . . .  z~)ll 2, 
which, if we assume Theorem 1, is not less than 2n(nl)211(zl.z 2 . . . . .  z , )®(z l  
• z 2 . . . . .  Zn)ll 2. But this last expression is equal to 2~(n!)211Zl.Z 2 . . . . .  znll 4, 
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which equals 2"[per(M)]  2. Therefore per(/2®M)>~ 2"[per(M)]  2. The proof 
of Theorem 1 is broken tip into three lemmas and depends upon certain 
operators which we now define. 
DEFINITION. If A ~ S, and 1 ~< r ~< n - 1, then A~ denotes the unique 
linear transformation from 7 to S,, ~ such that A~(x I®X2® " . .  ® 
X~)(Yl, Y2,"' ,Y, ,  ~)= A(x I, x~ . . . . .  Xr, YlY2 . . . . .  y,, ~), where x,, yj ~- (Y", 1 
~ iKrand  l ~ j<~n- r .  
The following lemma is inchided solely for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose V arut W are finite dimensional complex inner 
product spaces, ( , > is the inner product on W, { e~ }i~_ i is a basis fi2r W 
orthonormal with res79ect to ( , >, and T: V ~ W is linear. The numbers 
YT" i(Tei, Tel> ,'; ,'v 12 and E~=iY~ V l [( Te~, Tej) do not depend upon the orthortormal i=  
l~o~is { e, } L ,. 
This lemma needs no proof, since ~'=t(Tei,Tei> is simply the trace of 
x ~' T T, 2 T* o T, denoted by Tr(T* o T), and Ej=~E~=i[( e~, ej>l is the square of the 
Eucl idean norm of T* o T, which we denote by IT* o TI-'. 
There is a simple relationship between the operators A,., 1 ~ r ~ n - 1, 
and the terms IIA®~A[I that is important o the verification of our theorem. 
LEMMA 2. [ fA  ~ S,, and 1 <~ r <~ n - 1, then [[A®~A[[ 2= [A* ~ o A,, r[ 2 
and IIAIt 2 = Tr(A* o A~). 
Proof. We have 
t l l  t l l  11J IIi 
IIAII 2= E " E E " E A(G, ,  .. . .  %,er, ,  . . . .  ",,, ,) 
q i  = 1 qr= ! t t  = l l,, r = 1 
x A(e , , ,  . . . . .  e,, ,  e,,, .,c.,,, , ) 
t l l  it1 
= Z ' E . . .  a,(e,, ®e,,,)) 
¢11 = I t i t  = 1 
= Tr( Ar* o A r ), 
since the set {eu®eu2® - - .  ®e,l, Wl~<q~<m, l~<i~r}  is an orthonormal 
basis for 7],.. 
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Also, we have 
IlA®ral{ ~ = (, A®~A,  A@rA ) 
m m 
E "'" Z (A®~A)(et~ . . . . .  etz,_2,) (A®~A)(et ,  . . . . .  et~.-z~) 
t I = 1 t2n - 2 r -  1 
= ~ ... ~ [(A,-,(et,®'"®et._,),A,-r(et . . . .  ~®'"®et2 ,_z , ) )  z 
t I ~ 1 t2n - 2r ~ 1 
= {a*_r  ° a , _ r l  z. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. I rA  is a decomposable member  o rs  n and 1 <~ r <~ n - 1, then 
the dimension o f  Range¢ A r) does not exceed ( n ). 
Proof. Let  A = x 1 • x 2 . . . . .  x n. We claim that the members  of Sn _ ,  of 
the form xtl.xt~ . . . . .  xtn , where t I < t 2 < - . .  < tn_ r span Range(A~). The 
_ n 
number  of such members  is clearly ( r  I" Note that Ar(Zl® . . .  ®Zr)  = Ar (Z  1 • 
z z . . . . .  zr). Since elements of the form z l®zz® . . .  ®z~ span T r, it is clear 
/ 
that Ar(T, )  = Ar(S~). E lements of the form z r = z®z® . . .  ®z  (r copies) span 
Sn; hence we need only show that Ar(z  ~) is a l inear combinat ion of the 
xt .  xt2 . . . . .  xt._r where tx < t2 < " '"  < tn _ r' 
If O, r ~ 6a, we define a - $ if o( i )  = ~-(i), 1 ~< i ~< r. It  is obvious that - is (n) 
an equivalence relation on ~9°~. The number  of equivalence classes is r r!, 
and the number  of elements per class is (n  - r)!. Also, if o - T, we must have 
o( ( r  + 1, r +2 . . . . .  n})  = ~'((r + 1, r +2 . . . . .  n}).  We let 
denote the equivalence classes under  - .  Associated with each Gy are two 
increasing sequences: s#, s~ . . . . .  s~, where s~ = o(i) ,  o ~ G i, and 1 < i < r; 
and t~a, t~ . . . . .  ty, n - r ,  where the t~i's are the members  of o ( ( r  + 1, r +2 . . . . .  n})  
for any o ~ G i arranged in increasing order. 
We let 
M--(n)r, 
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and compute 
r 
a~(~)=(n!) ~ E 1-I (~..~o,,)>Xo(r+,,®xo.~)® ... ®x.,,,, 
.~ ,% j= l  
M r 
=("!) ~ E Z 1-I <:.xo,,,>~o,r+,® xo,°, 
i=1  oEC i J= 1 
~I  r 
=(n!) 'E  l-l<~,x~,> Y'. ~o,~+,#... ®Xo,,,,. 
i= l  j= l  o~C,  
Clearly, if we restrict each o ~ G, to { r + 1, r + 2 , . . . ,  n }, we have a set 
which is essentially isomorphic to the symmetr ic  group on o({r  + 1, r + 
2 . . . . .  n }). Hence, the expression above is the same as 
M r 
(n!)  ~ Y'. 1-I i z ,  x~, , ) (n - r ) !x ,  .xt • . . . .  x,,, 
r r ~ , "  
i= l j= l  
This completes the proof, since we have shown that Adz  ~) is a l inear 
combinat ion of the xt .  xt~ . . . . .  xt, ' , where t x < t 2 < • • • < t,, ,. • 
LV.MMA 4. I f  A is a decomposable member  o f  S, and 1 ~< r <~ n - 1, then 
I IA®rA l le>/" (7 )  IlIA®All2" 
Proof. We know from Lemma 3 that the d imension of Range(A~) is at 
most (7)"  Therefore, the d imension of Range(A* o Ar) i s  at most (7)"  Since 
A*oAr  is positive semidefinite Hermit ian,  it has positive eigenvahms 
X1, X2 . . . . .  Xu where 
By Lemma 2, )IAII e = Tr(A* A , )  = " k = = ° E i= l  i and IA~* o Arl 2 I IA@,_rA[I 2 
E~i=lX2i •By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequal ity we have ~ ,=1 i, ~< u .  i=l i. 
Therefore 
( r  n)l lA@,, ,AII~> IIAI[ 4 = IIAC~AII 2. 
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This completes the proof, since 
(n)=(nnr) 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now reduced to the computation 
ll~ ~11 ~-- (~n n)' ~ (7)~llA~,All~ 
r=0 
~(~nn) ~llA~ll~ ~ (7) 
r=0 
= ( 2n )-12"IIA® All ~, 
whose validity is guaranteed by Lemma 4 and the Neuberger identity. 
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